DHS Special Agent
Jehosaphat “Jock” Stapp
DHS Advisories:
“What to Do In Case of Nuclear Attack”

- If you spot a terrorist arrow, pin it against the wall with your shoulder
If your lungs and stomach start talking, stand with arms akimbo until they stop.
DHS Advisories:
“What to Do In Case of Nuclear Attack”

- If you are trapped under falling debris, conserve oxygen by not farting
DHS Advisories: “What to Do In Case of Nuclear Attack”

- In case of building collapse, your flashlight may be used to lift debris.
DHS Advisories:
“What to Do In Case of Nuclear Attack”

- If your building collapses, pass the time waiting for rescue by giving yourself a blowjob.
DHS Threat Advisory System

- SEVERE: Severe risk of terrorist attacks
- HIGH: High risk of terrorist attacks
- ELEVATED: Significant risk of terrorist attacks
- GUARDED: General risk of terrorist attacks
- LOW: Low risk of terrorist attacks
Threat Level as of Monday, Nov. 6
D.U.M.B.A.S.S. Mission:

- Infiltration
- Intelligence
- Interdiction
- Interference
- Bicycles
“International Association of Armed Librarians Mobile Assault Force”
IAAL-MAF: Profile

- Ruthless
- Athletic
- Proficient with Weapons
- Substance Abuse
- Connections to other Criminal Organizations
Midnight Ridazz

Bicycle Pizza Delivery to the Mafia
(It ain't pizza sauce.)
Italy! Pizza! Mafia! Bikes!
That's amore!
Name: Max Tower

- Aliases: "Agent Orange" "Wildbell" "Clutch Cargo" "Bullhorn"

- Ride: A 1976 Sekai 400 rebuilt and reborn as "The Phoenix" and a Giant OCR-3 whenever "The Phoenix" is down, such as right now. Sources say this has left him generally agitated and more dangerous than usual.

- Arms: 3 D-Cell Mag Flashlight, 21-inch telescoping baton, bike chain, and an extreme sense of entitlement backed up by a fucking loud mouth

- Reads: MInds, cereal boxes, sports pages and some traffic signs
Name: Max Tower

- AGENT ADVISORY:
  - Hardcore IAAL-MAF. Sources would place him third in command if there were a legitimate hierarchy.
  - Parents unknown. Tower claims to have been raised by coyotes in the Verdugos. Or libertarians in New Hamsphire. "Acquired" his first bicycle when he was five, and his first library card the same year. Holds record for longest overdue book at Beverly Hills Public Library: 37 years. And counting.
  - ANY ATTEMPT TO APPREHEND SHOULD BE ONLY ATTEMPTED IF TOWER IS ON FOOT. ANY ENCROACHMENT WHILE HE'S ON A BIKE CARRIES AN EXTREME RISK FACTOR AND IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
Name: Super “Lucky” Cat

- Aliases: “Deadicus,” “Auctionicus,” “Supreme Master,” “You’re an Asshole”
- Ride: Ducati branded Kona Dew Deluxe
- Arms: 31/20 Mortal Strike Build looking into Prot.
- Reads: 4.5 on tenor sax, 4.0 on alto
Name: Super “Lucky” Cat

- AGENT ADVISORY:
  - Unconfirmable reports are that SuperLuckyCat and Mr. Shit actually confounded the IAAL-MAF, possibly as some sort of prank. Who would thunk there'd be others?
  - Not afraid of the dark and proved it by riding the "stupidest downhill blindride" in the history of Los Angeles
  - In a previous life rode Ducati Sportbikes and buzzed cyclists on Angeles Crest highway when they ventured too far into the lane. Enjoys seeing people pee their spandex.
  - Parents? Traded them in on the black market for a carbon fiber clutch cover.
  - Known to yell MAGES ARE OVERPOWERED as a diversionary tactic when cornered.
  - Resides in shit infested factory where he employs 11 slave laborers, paying them 4 beans and a tortilla for a weeks work.
  - Increasingly lazy and known to avoid all bike riding during the winter months.
Name: mr rollers


Rides: His ego finally gotten the better of him, he has recently abandoned his highly modified Target emergency-purchased Schwinn “De-Ranger” and traded up to a 1991 Cannondale SR 600 black & pink “New Wave Special” code named “Wall of Voodoo” or “Stan” for short. Although few have seen it as of this writing, it is claimed that he put 100 miles on it in the first week he had it, and despite several close calls, didn’t fall off once. Rumored to be restoring a 1976 Raleigh Grand Prix.

Arms: Disdains long-range weapons in favor of tools that can be used at close quarters: Omark 330GB .22 caliber Powder Actuated Fastening tool, Miller Cricket & Millermatic wire-feed welders, Bosch Rotary Hammer, Makita Demolition Hammer and a variety of cordless and pneumatic tools.

Name: Mr. Rollers

- **AGENT ADVISORY:**

  - Hot rodder (who claims to be able to fix anything, or will at least try) turned militant cyclist, of questionable Northern European lineage, may have been born overseas. Members of his family are suspected of dabbling in Socialism, free love, Cockney rhyming slang, Eastern mysticism, Cannabis cultivation, trade unionism and boogie-woogie piano playing.
  - Training regimen: “Drink a lot of beer . . . stay out ‘til half past”
  - As one of the IAAL-MAF’s obsessive self-documentarians, he has been seen wielding Canon A70, A620 and S2 IS cameras, often attached to a variety of strange and unique bicycle mounts, making it possible to take pictures “on the fly”.
  - While not a founding member of the IAAL-MAF, he was able to ingratiate himself into the group rapidly due to his association with Max Tower and his willingness to go on almost any ride, at any time, unless it’s at 6:30 a.m. Other dubious achievements include having never planned a Thursday night ride. Claims to have been the first to (unintentionally) order a 32 oz. Kirin at JoyMart. Fond of reminding people that he is the oldest and tallest member of the IAAL-MAF.
Name: Dolph Q. Mountjoy

- Aliases: "Orca", "Roadburn", "Oh, DEAR GOD, NO!" "Dopey McFaceplant"

- Ride: Cannondale F-700 equipped w/ Lefty fork, 1962 Schwinn Cruiser converted for playa use, 1972 Schwinn Twinn Deluxe

- Arms: Nazi-issue Luger, single-shot bike-pump rifle, cable lock, OC spray

- Reads: "Anarchist's Cookbook," "O'Reilly HTML Bible," "Captain Underpants and the Disgusting Adventure of Professor Poopypants," "Torture for Dummies"
Name: Dolph Q. Mountjoy

- AGENT ADVISORY:
  - Our records show Mountjoy has been a made member of IAAL-MAF since 1982.
  - His parents died in a manure truck crash when he was 5 and his sister 3. The two were raised by hog ranch magnate Ellis Elmer Ellington, III.
  - Ellington kept the girl chained to a tree and the boy 20 miles away, locked in with his hogs 23 hours a day - but for a one-hour reprieve during which the boy was forced to bicycle 20 miles to feed his sister.
  - If young Mountjoy failed to return in time, Ellington’s workers stood ready to execute the boy's sister. One day at age 11 Mountjoy's battered Schwinn Phantom suffered a pinch-flat 10.4 miles from the ranch. Ellington returned to the ranch on the shredded wheel, which he then used to beat Ellington to death. He has been at large ever since.
  - CONSIDER HIM ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS WHEN CORNERED.
Name: Jack Shit

- Aliases: "Mr. Bones" "Blindy McSquints-a-lot" "House-jumper" "Tom Eaguhn" "No, not him, the other guy"
- Ride: Kona Cinder Cone, matte black, triple flat-reinforced tires
- Arms: Heckler & Koch .40 Compact Semi-auto boomstick, Maglight, Brass Knuckles, Rocks, Choice Words
- Reads: negative... already knows.
Name: Jack Shit

• AGENT ADVISORY:
  - Unconfirmable reports are that Mr. Shit actually confounded the IAAL-MAF, possibly as some sort of prank.
  - No information on Shit's parents can be located however persistent rumors are that he was conceived in the third pew on the left during a mid summer tour of the Sistine Chapel.
  - At a young age Shit seems to have become enraptured by the musical artist Johnny Cash and became determined to live out all of his songs which apparently no one ever told him were fictitious. Existing records show that he has gone back to Jackson, shot a man just to watch him die, and actually fallen into a ring of fire.
  - Shit reportedly drinks upwards of 25 espresso shots per day. This has proven to be a problem in apprehending him in the past as handcuffs frequently fall apart from the violent caffeine induced shaking when applied.
  - CURRENTLY APPREHENSION IS NOT ADVISED. LEO ARE ADVISED TO "JUST IGNORE" HIM IN HOPES HE'LL JUST GO AWAY.
Name: Scrotatus Mundango

- Aliases: 5000!, Quarter Mick, Benito the Infidel
- Ride: Trek SU-200
- Arms: Bare fists. Pure heart.
- Reads: Classified intelligence briefings, The Elements of Typographic Style, your diary when you're not at home.
- Mundango is the offspring of two staunchly anti-government agitators. The mother, a leftist former-hippy, is now believed to be a sleeper agent residing in a very small, very rural Midwestern community. The father is a former Army intelligence officer turned hippy drug smuggler turned conservative anti-government hermit ruling over a "family" style compound in rural New Mexico. His exposure to Agent Orange during activities of questionable legality while in Vietnam is believed to have contributed to Mundango's "developmental irregularities."
- Mundango is reported to have been a committed anti-cycling activist during his college years, primarily as a corollary to his organization of the well-documented anti-hippy cell known as "The Hateful Dead" and prior to developing a relationship with the IAAL-MAF. Repeated exposure to the IAAL-MAF's notoriously secret "conditioning program" seems to have resulted in a change of heart on the subject.
- MUNDANGO HARBORS A DEEP-SEATED FEAR OF THE POLICE AND THIS MAY RESULT IN UNPREDICTABLE BEHAVIOR DURING THE PROCESS OF APPREHENSION. OFFICERS SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR POSSIBLE LOSS OF BLADDER CONTROL.
Name: Stinky MC Jewsalot

- Aliases: "The Hebrew Yammer", "Nerdy E", "Mr. Don't Call Me White", "JewCue"
- Ride: Stripped-down Cannonade fixie, one brake
- Arms: Kimber Custome TLE II (1911), Ruger Mini-14 with glass bedded custom stock and Leupold Scope, Remington 870 black security model with pistol grip, Left Handed Remington 700 in .300 Ultra Mag, + many many more.
- Reads: "The Torah," "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest," "I'm Ok, You're Ok," "TV Guide"
Name: Stinky MC Jewsalot

- AGENT ADVISORY:
  MCJEWSALOT has been known to offer to help old ladies cross the street and then steal their challah for shabbat. MCJEWSALOT is known for his craving for food of the Kosher variety and may be found, possibly in disguise, eating late at night at Canters Delicatessen. He frequently hoards large amounts of gefilte fish, often acquiring said fish balls by illegitimate means.

CONSIDER HIM ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS WHEN PRESENTED WITH PORK OR SHELLFISH
IAAL-MAF Activities:

- Arms smuggling
- Bicycle cannibalism
- Mounted assaults
- Dwarf smuggling
- Pro-terrorist propaganda
IAAL-MAF Activities:

- Espionage
- Misappropriation of pop-culture
- Infrastructure sabotage
IAAL-MAF Activities:

- Biohazard distribution
- Hacking of medical databases
- Rampant sexual activity in furtherance of spreading disease and chaos
IAAL-MAF Activities:

- Eco-terrorism
- Bicycle sabotage
- Disruption of alternative transportation systems

Goathead thorns (*tribulus terrestris*)
IAAL-MAF Activities:

HELLO DAHLIA

IAAL-MAF INVITATIONAL
09•28•06
IAAL-MAF Activities:

TAKE BACK THE OBSERVATORY!

IAAL-MAF INVITATIONAL No. 2
11.16.2006 • 7 p.m.
Your mission:

- Infiltration
- Intelligence
- Interdiction
- Interference
- Bicycles
• Any QUESTIONS???
Still Our President